Piraeus Information
(1) Arriving in Piraeus

Most travelers arriving in Piraeus from the airport of Athens make use of the Metro. First take the Blue Metro Line and then at MONASTIRAKI station change to the Green Metro Line with direction to Piraeus. The Green Line terminates in Piraeus.

For information visit the following site:
http://www.stasy.gr/index.php?id=1&L=1

For more information about tickets visit the link bellow:
http://www.stasy.gr/index.php?id=71&L=1

For more information about routes and timetables visit the link bellow:

Alternatively, you can use the Airport express bus (X96 Piraeus – Athens Airport Express) which arrives at the port of Piraeus (at Karaiskaki square bus stop about 500m from the metro station).
Also, if you take the X96 Bus and feel like walking, you can disembark in DIMOTIKO bus stop in Piraeus. From there it's a ten to fifteen (10 - 15) minute walk to the University of Piraeus (see map below).
For more information visit the link bellow:

For more information about the bus tickets visit the link:
https://www.oasa.gr/en/tickets/

A useful APP for your mobile with real time bus routes is OASA Telematics. You can download it from Google Play Store.

(2) University of Piraeus

The Central Building of the University of Piraeus is located at 80, M. Karaoli & A. Dimitriou St.

For more information visit the following site:
http://www.unipi.gr/unipi/en/